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Pyewacky Press, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Do you love visiting lighthouses? Bravo! You are a keeper. As
guardian of a vanishing national legacy, your visits literally keep the lights on. This journal lets you
record your trips, whether in the U.S. or worldwide. Sets of four, preformatted pages encourage
you to capture details on: -up to 32 lighthouses -docent stories and your favorite facts -local
attractions, special events or places -lighthouse overnights or longer stays as volunteer
lightkeepers. Each set also includes a photo and brief description of one U.S. lighthouse. Use
dedicated pages to log trip purchases or lighthouse-themed mementos and collections. Free space
encourages personal journaling, even creative sparks such as pencil, pen, or crayon drawings,
poems, prose, story or photography ideas or image lists. This journal is fun for the individual
lighthouse enthusiast or as a project for the whole family. Stash the journal in your suitcase,
glovebox, or handbag and hit the road.
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Reviews
It is straightforward in read through preferable to fully grasp. It is really simplistic but excitement in the 50 percent of the pdf. Your life span will be enhance
once you comprehensive looking at this pdf.
-- Jor g e Ha mmes
I actually began reading this article pdf. It really is filled with wisdom and knowledge You wont sense monotony at at any time of the time (that's what
catalogues are for concerning should you request me).
-- Ena K lein MD
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